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Initial Value Methods for Parabolic Control Problems

By Ragnar Winther

Abstract.   We study iterative methods for parabolic control problems with a Neumann

boundary value control and where the observation is the final state.   The methods are

based on transforming the original control problem (which may have constraints on the

control) into an equivalent problem of minimizing a strictly convex functional (no con-

straints).   The methods are semidiscrete in the sense that we assume that parabolic ini-

tial value problems can be solved exactly.

1.  Introduction.  The purpose of this paper is to study approximations of cer-

tain parabolic control problems.  In order to describe these problems, let £2 be a

bounded domain in Rd with sufficiently smooth boundary, 8Í2, and for a fixed T > 0

let Ô = (0, T) x n and 2 = (0, T) x 3Í2.

On the domain £2 let L denote the second order differential operator

Lu = -
i,7=i  dxi \ bxjJ

We will assume that ai • and c are sufficiently smooth real-valued functions on

Í2 and that the operator L is strongly elUptic; i.e., there is a constant cx > 0 such

that

í,7= i i'= l

for all x G Í2 and % G Rd.

Now let i>! G L2(ü) and /G L2(Q) be given and for any g G ¿2(E), let ug =

u (t, x) denote the unique weak solution of the problem

du/dt + Lu = f      on Q,

(1.1) du/dv=g on 2,

«(0, •) = vx on il.

Here d/dv = Ef •_, a¡ n¡(blbxA, where n¡ is the ith component of the outward unit

normal on 8Í2.

We shall consider optimal control problems of the form

(1.2) min{\\ugiT,-)-v2\\l2(n)+a\\g\\2L2      },
g£K
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where v2 G Z,2(S2) and a > 0 are given and where A' is a closed convex set of L2(Z).

In Section 2 we shaU consider the case when K = L2ÇZ), while in Section 4 we con-

sider K = {g&L2ÇZ)\g >0 a.e. on Z}.

In both cases we shall derive algorithms where approximations of the solution of

(1.2) are generated by solving Unear initial value problems of the form (1.1).  This will

be done by showing that (1.2) (in both cases mentioned above) is equivalent to mini-

mizing a strictly convex functional over the entire space L2(£l).  The minimum of

this functional can then be found by standard iterative techniques.   In the case K =

Z,2(2) the associated functional is quadratic, and in Section 3 we study how this func-

tional can be minimized by the conjugate gradient method.  We shall particularly show

certain superlinear convergence estimates for this method by applying some results

recently given by the author in [13].

In order to evaluate the functionals mentioned above we have to solve two ini-

tial value problems of the form (1.1).  Hence, the approximation of (1.2) is reduced

to the well-studied problem of solving problems of the form (1.1) numerically.  Such

numerical methods will not be considered here.  We shall instead assume that problems

of the form (1.1) can be solved exactly.   However, we mention that a detailed study

of fuUy discrete analogs of the methods considered here was done by the author in

[11] and [12] in the case when K = L2(Z), and some numerical examples can be

found in [11].

2.  Preliminaries.  We start with some notation.   If Hx and H2 axe two Hubert

spaces then l(//j, H2) will denote the set of bounded linear maps from Hx to H2.

On the spaces L (Í2) and ¿2(9Í2), respectively, we shall use the notation

(<i>, i/O = Jn <P4> dx      and      (<p, \p > = jan y\p do

for the inner products, and the associated norms wiU be denoted by II • II and I-I.

If p > 0, let /^(íí) denote the Sobólev space of order p of real-valued functions

on £2 (see for example Lions and Magenes [5]). If p < 0, //p(f2) is defined to be the

dual of/T~P(Í2) with respect to the inner product of L2(Í2).   Furthermore, we let

W(0, T) = J/l/GL2(0, T-H'im. JteL2(*°> ̂ /T1^))! .

where d/dt is taken in the sense of distributions on (0, T) with values in //'(Í2). We

recaU from [5] that W(0, T) C C(0, T; ¿2(S2)).

Let also B: HliQ,) x H1^) —► R denote the biUnear form associated with the

operator L; i.e.,

r   [    " dip d\b
dx.

The problem (1.1) can now be written in the variational form

V) = (f, *) + <g. <P>      for^G//1^),
(2.1)

(idu/dt,<p)+Biu,

("(0, •) = »!•
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From [5] we know that if vx G ¿2(Í2), g G L2ÇL) and fe ¿2(ß), then (2.1) has a

unique solution in W(0, T).

If w G W(0, T) is a solution of the "adjoint problem"

(rfw/rff, <¿>) + Bi#, w) = 0      for (^ G Z/1 (Í2),

w(0, ■) = z,

for some z G Z,2(Í2) then we let Eit)z = wit, •)■  By usmg parabolic regularity and

certain trace theorems from [5] we then find that the map

(2.2) z-*E(-)z\x

is continuous from L2(Í2) into i2(2).  (In fact, adopting the notation from [5], the

map is continuous from Z,2(i2) into Ft '  (£).)

3.  The Case of No Constraints.  Throughout this section we consider the con-

trol problem (1.2) only in the case when K = L2(Z).  We shall show that this problem

is equivalent to minimizing a quadratic functional over L2(il).  It is well known that

(1.2) has a unique solution.   The following characterization of this solution is given

by Lions [4].

Lemma 3.1. Let g G ¿2(2) and let u = u At, x) be the corresponding solution

of il.I). Then g is an optimal solution of il.2) if and only if there is a w G W(0, T)

such that

idu/dt, y) + Biu, y) + a~1 < w, ip ) = if, y)      for y G Hl (Í2),

(3.1) - idw/dt, y) + B&, w) = 0   for*pe H1 (Í2),

«(0, ■)*»i.      w(T) = u(T, -)-v2,

where g = -a_1wls.

The disadvantage of this characterization of the optimal control is that the sys-

tem (3.1) is coupled in time.   Hence it is expensive to solve numerically.  We also ob-

serve that, if wÇT) were known, then the solution of (3.1) (and hence the solution of

(1.2)) could be found by solving two parabolic initial value problems.

The purpose of the rest of this section is to give an alternative characterization

of h>(7).   From this new characterization we can derive methods for approximating

w(7) directly.  We shall first study a parabolic system where the coupling between the

two unknown functions is simpler than in (3.1).   For any given z G ¿2(Í2) consider

the system

!(dü/dt, <¿>) + B(û, <p) = cT1 ( w, <p )      for <p G H1 (Í2),

- idw/dt, v) + B(p, w) = 0      for v? G H1 (£2),

«(o, -) = o,    H<r, ) = z.

This system has a unique solution û, w G W(0, T).  We now define an operator R:

Z,2(£2) —► Z,2(£2) by Rz = 5(7).   In fact, by using parabolic regularity and trace theo-
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rems from [5], it follows that R G L(Z,2(£2); H1^)); hence Rellich's Lemma implies

that R is a compact operator on L2(Í2). Note also that an evaluation of the operator

R requires that two parabolic initial value problems be solved.

Next we wish to show that R is positive semidefinite on L2(£2). In order to see

this let z, z GL2(Í2) and let û, w and u, w', respectively, be the corresponding solu-

tions of (3.2).  Then

(dû/dt, w') + B(Ù, w) = cTx(w,w') = (du'/dt, w) + B(u, w)

or

(Rz, z') = C - (Û, w') dt = C - iu', w) dt = iRz', z).
Jvdt JU dt

Similarly, we also obtain

iRz, z) = a~l fT \w\2dt>0.
J o

Hence, we have shown that the operator R defined by (3.2) is a positive semidefinite,

compact operator on L2(ü,).

Now let u0 G W(0, T) be the solution of the initial value problem (1.1) with

g = 0, and let b0 = u0(T) ~ v2.  Furthermore, let u, w be the solution of (3.1) and

let z* = w(T).  Then

(3.3) z* + v2 = u(T) = u0(T) - Rz*      or      (I + R)z* = b0.

The equation (3.3) can now be used as a starting point for approximating z*.  In Sec-

tion 4 we shaU show how the conjugate gradient method can be used to find approxi-

mations of z*.   For each iteration one application of R is needed, and hence two para-

boUc initial value problems must be solved.  We also observe that z* minimizes the

quadratic functional

*0(z) = **((/ + R)z, z) - (b0, z).

Hence, we have shown that the control problem (1.2) (where the control variable is

in L2(L)) is equivalent to minimizing the quadratic functional ^0 over L2(Í2).

4.   Application of the Conjugate Gradient Method.   In this section we let ( •, • )

denote the inner product of a real separable Hilbert space H and II • II the associated

norms in H and L(H, H).   Instead of studying only the equation (3.3) we shall con-

sider an equation of the form

(4.1) Az = (I + A)z = b

on the Hilbert space H. Here we assume that A is a selfadjoint, compact operator on

H such that A = / + A is positive definite and invertible.

The conjugate gradient method is an iterative method for the equation (4.1)

which generates a sequence {zn} of approximations of the solution z from an arbi-

trary initial approximation zQ.  If en = z - zn and rn = Aen, then the method is given
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(zn + l  =zn+ ansn'        % = K^fa* Asn)'

\sn + 1=rn+x+ßnsn,      s0=r0,      ßn=Wrn+x\\2IWrn\\2.

For a survey of results for the conjugate gradient method we refer to Patterson

[7].   For example, it is well known that the method is linearly convergent when it

is applied to the equation (4.1).  This result is obtained by only assuming that A is

uniformly positive definite on H.   However, as it was observed by the author in [13]

that, when A is compact, the conjugate gradient method is Ä-superUnearly convergent

(in the sense of Ortega and Rhineboldt [6]); i.e.,

(4.3) lle„ll<(cn)"lle0ll,      where lim  c„ = 0.

The following theorem was proved in [13].

Theorem 4.1.  Let Abe a selfadjoint, compact operator on H such that A =

I + A is positive definite.  If {zn } is generated by (4.2), then {zn } converges R-super-

linearly to the solution z of (4.1).

If A is restricted to a certain trace class, then it is also possible to give a con-

vergence rate for the sequence {cn} in (4.3).  For any p G [1, °°) we let C   denote

the von Neumann-Schatten class of operators on H.  For details we refer, for example,

to [9].  Here recall that the operator A G C   if and only if S^=1 lAlp < <*>, where

{Xj} is the spectrum of A.  Furthermore, the associated C -norm is given by

/ »2, \ '/p»!A'»,=(S'V)     •

The theorem below, again proved in [13], shows that, if A G C   for some p G [1, °°),

then cn ~ (1/n)1 lp as n —► °°.

Theorem 4.2.  Let A, A and {zn} be as in Theorem 4.1 and assume in addition

that A G Cp for some p G [ 1, °°).   Then

WrJ < (L4II \A~X ll)1/2(2(l/«)1/pllJ4-1ll lllAlllp)"llr0 II.

We now return to the equation (3.3); i.e., H = ¿2(£2) and A = R.   Since we

have already seen that R is a compact, selfadjoint operator on L2(Í2), it follows that

Theorem 4.1 applies to this equation.   In order to see that Theorem 4.2 applies, we

have to show that R G C   for some p G [1, °°).   But this follows from a result of

Pietsch and Triebel [8] which states that L(I2(Í2), IF^)) C Cp with continuous in-

jection if q > 0 and 1 < p < °° are such that p > d/q.  Hence, since R G

L(£2(Í2), H1 (SI)), RECp for any p > d.

5.  Problems with Positive Controls.  We recall that in Section 3 we showed that

the control problem (1.2) with K = L2(Z) is equivalent to minimizing a quadratic

functional over Z.2(£2).   Throughout this section we consider (1.2) with K = [g G

L2ÇL) \g> 0 a.e. on 2}.  We shall show that also in this case (1.2) is equivalent to

by

(4.2)
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minimizing a functional over the entire space Z,2(Í2).   Hence we transform the problem

(1.2) into a minimization problem with no constraints on the space ¿2(£2).   In this

case the associated functional is not quadratic, but it is still strictly convex; and there-

fore, the minimization problem can be solved easily by iterative methods.  In analogy

with Section 3 two linear parabolic initial value problems have to be solved for each

evaluation of the associated functional on Z,2(Í2).  We also observe that a direct dis-

cretization of (1.2) in the case of positive controls leads to a quadratic programming

problem.   Such problems are usually expensive to solve on a computer.

Now let PK denote the nonlinear projection of L2(2) onto K; i.e., (PKg)(o) =

sup(g(o), 0).  As in Section 3 we first consider the parabolic system which character-

izes the optimal solution of (1.2).  The following lemma is a consequence of the anal-

ysis given in [4] (see p. 124).

Lemma 5.1.    The control problem (1.2) has a unique solution.  Furthermore,

if g G K and u = u (t, x), then g is an optimal solution of (1.2) if and only if there

is a we W(0, T) such that

I (du/dt, v») + B(u, ¿) = (f, v) + a-l(PK(-w), ip)   for <p G H1 (SI),

^5 'l )        - (dw/dt, </>) + B(p, w) = 0      for <p G H1 (SI),

(M(0, -) = u1;      w(T,) = u(T,)-v2,

where g = a~1PK(-w).

Again we observe that the essential unknown in (5.1) is w(T), in the sense that

if w(T) were known, then the solution can be found by solving parabolic initial value

problems.   In order to characterize w(T), we define a nonUnear operator analog to the

operator R defined in Section 3.   For any given z G L2(Sl) let û, w G W(0, T) be the

solution of the system

(5.2)

(du/dt, <p) + B(û, lp) = -a~HPK(- w), <p)      for ip G H1 (SI),

- (dw/dt, .p) + B(v, w) = 0      for ¡p G H1 (£2),

Û(0, 0 = 0,      w(T, -) = z,

and define a map F :¿2(Í2) —> ¿2(Í2) by F(z) = û(T).

We note that, if û, w axe given by (5.2), then w(t) = E(T - t)z, where E(t) was

defined in Section 2.   For any y G Z,2(Í2) we now have

(dû \ d   „
- a 1 (PK(-w), E(T- typ) =    — , E(T - t)<p) + B(u, E(T ~t)p) = - (u, E(T - t^p).

\dt I dt

Hence we see by integration that

•T

'0(5.3) (F(z), „) = -cT1 Jor (PK(-E(t)z), E(fyp)dt.
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In particular, if zx, z2 G L2(Sl), then

(5 4)    (F(zi)~F(z2)'zi-22)

= -a-1  f <PK(-E(t)zx) - PK(-E(t)z2), E(t)(zx - z2))dt > 0.
JO

Hence, F is a monotone operator on Z.2(S2). Furthermore, we note that since PK is

contractive it follows from the regularity of the map (2.2) and from (5.3) that there

is a constant M > 0 such that

\\F(zx) - F(z2)\\ <   sup    of1  i7" \E(t)(zx - z2)\ \E(t^p\dt
(5.5) il^ll=i "

<MIIzj -z2ll.

We now note that, if u, w is the solution of (5.1) and z* = w(T), then

(5.6) z* +v2 = u(T) = u0(T) - F(z*)      or      z* + F(z*) = b0,

where b0 = u0(T) - v2.

We also observe that since F is monotone and Lipschitz continuous it follows,

for example, from Vainberg [10] that (5.6) has a unique solution in L2(£2).   In fact,

if we define a sequence of approximations {zn }~=0 0I"z* Dv zn +1 ~ zn~ e^(zn)'

z0 arbitrary, where G(z) = z + F(z) - bQ then {zn} converges to z* for 0 < e <

2(1 + M)~2.  However, this is not a practical numerical method since a sharp bound

for the Lipschitz constant M is hard to obtain.

In order to obtain a more practical iterative method for (5.6), we first show that

G is a potential operator; i.e., G is the gradient of a nonUnear functional on L2(Í2).

First observe that F is a positive homogeneous map; i.e.,

Fißz) = ßF(z)      for any ß > 0.

Hence, the only possible functional (up to addition of a constant) is given by

*i» = ¡I (G(6z), z)dd=-(z+ F(z), z) - (b0, z).

Theorem 5.1.   Let ^ be the nonlinear functional on L2(Sl) defined above.

Then 4> is Fréchet differentiable everywhere in L2(Sl) and V^f(z) = G(z).

Proof.   We first note that since every continuous Gâteaux derivative is a Fréchet

derivative (see, for example, [10]), it is enough to show that G is the Gâteaux deriva-

tive of ty.  In order to show this, it is enough to show that F is the Gâteaux deriva-

tive of

*(z) = - (F(z), z) = ±- Jor \E~it)z\2 dt,
2a

where (F~(iOz)(x) = inf(0, (E(t)z)(x)).  Recall that it follows from [5] that, if o G 2

is fixed and if {yn} converges to <p in L2(Sl), then {(E( • V«)(0)} converges to

(E(Wp).
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Now let z, A G ¿2(Í2), ß G R, ß ¥= 0, and consider

u(ß) = - [Af(z + ßh) - *(z)] - (F(z), A)

= -n [(f\z + ßh), ßh) + (F(z + ßh) - Fiz), z)] - (Fíz), A)
2/3

2a

+

{Qr {E-(t)(z + ßh) - E~(t)z, Eit)h > dt

— \T \- (E~it)iz + ßh) - £-(r)z, Eit)z) - {E~it)z, E(t)fi )\ dt.
2a Jo Lj3 J■ ß

Hence, since lining u>(/3) = 0 by the dominated convergence theorem, F is the

Gateaux derivative of 4'.  D

We now observe that, if z* is the solution of (5.6), then z* minimizes the

strictly convex functional ^ over Z,2(£2).   In order to find the minimum of this func-

tional we can now apply any reasonable method for minimizing a strictly convex

functional.  We shall not go into a detailed study of algorithms for minimizing 4^ here,

but we should like to mention a version of the steepest descent method which is glob-

ally Unearly convergent and where no a priori bounds need be known.

Consider the method

(5.7) zn+ x = zn - \Gizn),      z0 arbitrary,

where \n is given by

'lG(z„)ll2
(5-8) X„ =

((/ + R)G(zn), G(zn)j

Here R is the linear operator defined by (3.2).  We note that in the same way as we

derived (5.3) it follows for z, <f> G ¿2(S2) that

•T

'0

Hence, it follows from (5.4) that

(Rz, *) = a"1 JQr (Eit)z, E(typ)dt.

(5.9) 0 < (F(z) - F(<p), z-v)< (R(z - y), z - j).

By using (5.9) and the mean value theorem it now follows that, if {zn } is generated

by (5.7) and (5.8), then

Î5 10Ï "G(z„)ll4
*-       ' ^(z      ) < y(z )-

v„+i;        K„>    2((I+R)G(zn),Gizn))

Even if the choice of \n given by (5.8) is not the best possible, the estimate (5.10)

can be used as a test in order to guarantee fast convergence of a method of the form

(5.7).
Finally, we should like to consider the possibility of obtaining superlinearly con-

vergent iterations for the equation (5.6).   These methods could for example be certain
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quasi-Newton methods (see the survey paper [1] by Dennis and Moré).   Since a nec-

essary condition for obtaining superlinear convergence is that F be continuously

Fréchet differentiable, we shall give a condition that implies that F has this property.

We assume that for any z G L2(Sl), z =£ 0,

(5.11) m({(t, p)ex\ (E(t)z)(p) = 0}) = 0,

where m( • ) denotes the surface measure on S.   A sufficient condition for (5.11) to

be satisfied is that 8Í2 be analytic and that the coefficients a¡ • and c of L be analytic

(see for example [4, p. 125]).

For any z G Z,2(Í2) define T2 G L(L2(Sl), L2(Sl)) by

(Tz?,^) = a-1 ¡To(Ez(t)lE(t)p)dt

for any %, i/> G Z,2(Í2), where

\(E(t)Ç)(x),      iX(E(i)z)(x)<0,
(Ez(t)\)(x) =

( 0, otherwise.

We note that Tz is selfadjoint since (Ez(t% E(t)p) = {Ez(t% Ez(t)p).   Also, Ez(t)z

= E-(t)z.

Theorem 5.2.   Assume that the condition (5.11) is satisfied.   Then F is contin-

uously Fréchet differentiable for all z G Z,2(£2), z # 0, and F'(z) = Tz.

Proof.   We first recall from the theory of analytic semigroups (see, for example,

[3] ) that there is a constant c2> 0 such that for any z G L2(Sl)

\\E(t)z\\x <c2r1'2 llzll,   0<t<T,

where 11-11, denotes the norm on Hl(Sl).  It also foUows from [5] that there is a con-

stant c3 > 0 such that for any <p G H1 (SI),

M <c3MINIMI1'2.

Hence, for any z G L2(Í2)

(5.12) lF(í)zl<c4r1/4llzll,      0<t<T,

where c4 > 0 is independent of z.

Now let z G L2(Sl), z ± 0, be given and for any A G L2(f2) consider

co(A) = F(z +h)- F(z) - Tzh.

We would like to show that Um||hn^.0llco(A)ll/llAll =0.  In order to do so let first

/3(A) = of »(F-i/X* + A) - E-it)z - Fz(f)A)l2.

Then for any i¿GZ,2(í2),

MA),¥>)= \Toiß(h)'E(typ)dt.

Now let e > 0 be given.  First note that, since

</3(A), E(t)p) < 2a~l \E(t)h\\E(typ\,
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it follows from (5.12) that there exist a p = pie), 0 < p < T, such that

(5-13) f</p),F(rV><fr<-llAlMMI.
J i»

e

2

Define now for each S > 0

Ss ={(/,ju)G2p |l(F(i)z)(M)K5},

where 2   = {(t, p) G 2 11 > p}.  We note that condition (5.11) implies that

lim6_>0 m(Ss) = 0.   Hence, there is a ô = ô(e) > 0 such that

(5.14) f     ß(h)E(t)<pdo<- WhWWyW.
Jss 2

Finally, for each heL2(Sl) let

S6,h - «'- /0 e 2p | l(F(r)(z + A))0) - (E(t)zXp)\ > S }.

Now note that it follows from (5.13), (5.14) and from the definition of (3(A) that for

any A, <¿¡GZ,2(Í2)

I(cj(A), </>)! < ellAII Ml 4 L      \ß(h)E(typ\do.
s&,h

But since the map A —>E(-)h\^   is a continuous map from L2(£2) into C(Ep) it

follows that there is a constant y > 0 such that

Ss h= 0    for II AII <7.

Hence, limn^n^o ||co(A)||/||A|| = 0, which implies that Fis Fréchet differentiable at z and

that F\z) = T . In order to see that F'(z) is continuous we have to use an argument

similar to the one above.   This will be omitted here.   D

As a final observation we note that the techniques in this section can also be

applied to elliptic control problems.  Numerical methods for such problems were, for

example, studied by Falk in [2].  Also, in this case we obtain numerical methods

that seem to be more efficient than those provided by solving a quadratic program-

ming problem.
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